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Abstract—We address the problem of light field dimension-
ality reduction for compression. We describe a local low rank
approximation method using a parametric disparity model. The
local support of the approximation is defined by super-rays. A
super-ray can be seen as a set of super-pixels that are coherent
across all light field views. A dedicated super-ray construction
method is first described that constrains the super-pixels forming
a given super-ray to be all of the same shape and size, dealing
with occlusions. This constraint is needed so that the super-rays
can be used as supports of angular dimensionality reduction
based on low rank matrix approximation. The light field low rank
assumption depends on how much the views are correlated, i.e. on
how well they can be aligned by disparity compensation. We first
introduce a parametric model describing the local variations of
disparity within each super-ray. We then consider two methods
for estimating the model parameters. The first method simply
fits the model on an input disparity map. We then introduce
a disparity estimation method using a low rank prior. This
method alternatively searches for the best parameters of the
disparity model and of the low rank approximation. We assess
the proposed disparity parametric model, first assuming that
the disparity is constant within a super-ray, and second by
considering an affine disparity model. We show that using the
proposed disparity parametric model and estimation algorithm
gives an alignment of super-pixels across views that favours the
low rank approximation compared with using disparity estimated
with classical computer vision methods. The low rank matrix
approximation is computed on the disparity compensated super-
rays using a singular value decomposition (SVD). A coding
algorithm is then described for the different components of
the proposed disparity-compensated low rank approximation.
Experimental results show performance gains, with a rate saving
going up to 92.61%, compared with the JPEG Pleno anchor, for
real light fields captured by a Lytro Illum camera. The rate saving
goes up to 37.72% with synthetic light fields. The approach is
also shown to outperform an HEVC-based light field compression
scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
Light field imaging has emerged as a promising technology
for a variety of multimedia applications. To give only a
few examples, by capturing light rays emitted by the scene
according to different orientations, light fields allow recon-
structing 3D models of the scene. They offer the possibility
of viewing the scene from any viewpoint and direction of gaze,
thus enabling immersive experience in virtual reality (VR)
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applications, using VR headsets or head mounted displays.
Light fields also find applications in biometry, e.g. for face
recognition, for object detection, classification and recognition,
in computational photography, and in medical imaging with
for example 3D light field microscopy. However, light fields
represent very large volumes of high dimensional data, hence
the need for designing efficient compression algorithms.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of compression of
dense light fields, as those captured by plenoptic cameras,
which represent very large volumes of highly redundant data.
While a number of methods have already been published in
the literature aiming at adapting standardized solutions (in par-
ticular HEVC) to light field data as in [1]–[4], here we focus
on the problem of reducing the angular dimensions of light
fields with a low rank approximation method. A homography-
based low-rank approximation method called HLRA has been
shown to give very good light field compression performances
in [5]. However, the validity of the light field low rank
assumption depends on how much the views are correlated,
and the alignment performed by HLRA may not be optimal
for reducing the rank, as the method uses a small number of
homographies per view.
In this paper, we explore the use of local models for both
view alignment and for low rank approximation, with the
goal of reducing the rank and increasing the performance of
light field compression algorithms. The support of the local
approximation is defined by super-rays. The concept of super-
ray has been initially introduced in [6] as an extension of
super-pixels to address the computational complexity issue in
light field image processing tasks. The term super-pixel, first
coined in [7] can be seen as the clustering of image pixels
into a set of perceptually uniform regions. Similarly, a super-
ray can be seen as the clustering of rays of the light field
within and across views, hence corresponding to the same set
of 3D points of the imaged scene. The super-rays are used
here to better expose redundancy across the different views
compared to a global homography-based alignment as done in
[5]. In order to successfully exploit redundancies across views
using a low rank approximation, the super-rays must group
super-pixels which are consistent across the views while being
constrained to be of same shape and size, hence the need for
adapted disparity estimation and compensation methods.
In this paper, we first propose a method for segmenting
the input light field into super-rays that satisfy the above
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Fig. 1. Overview of the super-ray based low rank approximation, of the coding chain (encoder), and of the light field reconstruction steps
(decoder). The eigen images B are compressed using an HEVC video encoder. The C and θ coefficients are quantized and then coded using
a Fixed Length Code (FLC). Metadata such as the two maps Mv and Mo are compressed using the FLIF [8] image encoder.
constraints. The central view is taken as a reference for
defining super-ray centroids. The super-rays are formed by
minimizing color, disparity and spatial distances between each
centroid and the disparity compensated rays. We then address
the problem of super-ray based disparity estimation so that the
disparity compensation can align the super-rays in a way that
will favour the low rank approximation. This work extends
the approach presented in [9] by introducing a new local
parametric disparity model describing local disparity variations
within each super-ray. Two methods are then considered for
estimating the model parameters. The first method simply fits
the model on an input disparity map. We then formulate the
disparity estimation task as a low rank optimization problem:
the proposed algorithm iteratively searches for the parameters
of the local super-ray disparity model jointly with the low
rank matrix of the disparity compensated views. In other
words, the proposed disparity estimation method determines
the parameters of the disparity model that yield the best low
rank approximation, i.e. give the lowest approximation error
for a given rank. We assess the proposed disparity parametric
model, first assuming that the disparity is constant within a
super-ray, and second by considering an affine disparity model.
We show that this low rank based disparity estimation method
leads to better approximation results with respect to using
disparity estimated with a recent computer vision method (in
the tests we used [10]). Note that, due to occlusions, individual
super-pixels may contain less pixels than the complete area
captured in the corresponding super-ray (gathering information
from super-pixels of all the views). Therefore, the super-pixels
need to be extended with the occluding pixels to satisfy the
shape and size constraint.
A low rank approximation is then computed for the set of
extended and aligned super-rays that are stacked in a vector-
ized form in different columns of a matrix X. The rank r ap-
proximation of the set of extended super-rays is expressed as a
product of a matrix B, containing r columns corresponding to
basis (or eigen) images in a vectorized form, with a matrix C
containing weighting coefficients. The matrix B is re-arranged
into two sets of eigen images, respectively corresponding to
the light rays visible and occluded in the central view, with
their corresponding visible and occluded segmentation maps.
We then describe the complete compression algorithm and the
tools used for encoding the different components of the ap-
proximation model. An image sequence formed with both the
sets of ‘occluded’ and ‘visible’ eigen images is encoded using
HEVC, while the super-ray segmentation maps are encoded
with the FLIF coder [8]. The parameters of the disparity model
are encoded using simple fixed length codes. Note that the
proposed coding scheme extends the method described in [9]
by introducing a more general parametric disparity model with
the corresponding parameter estimation algorithm guided by
a low rank approximation. In addition, further improvements
have been brought to super-ray extensions using a low rank
matrix completion, and to segmentation map encoding.
The method is compared against two reference schemes: the
first scheme encodes all the views as a pseudo video sequence
using HEVC-inter coding [11] and the second scheme encodes
a low rank approximation of a light field after aligning all the
views using homographies [5]. We also compare the PSNR-
rate performances of the proposed compression algorithm
with the ones obtained with the verification model of JPEG-
Pleno (VM 2.0) [12]. Experimental results show that our
method compares favorably with the other state of the art
methods and that the proposed parameter estimation method
for the disparity model is well adapted to our low rank based
compression scheme.
II. RELATED WORK
Existing light field compression solutions can be broadly
classified into two categories: approaches directly compressing
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the lenslet images or approaches coding the views extracted
from the raw data.
Methods proposed for compressing the lenslet images
mostly extend HEVC intra coding modes by adding new
prediction modes to exploit similarity between lenslet images.
This is the case in [13], [1] and [2] where the authors use
block-based bi-predicted self-similarity techniques, or self-
similarity compensated prediction using locally linear embed-
ding (LLE) respectively. A bi-directional mode with vectors
coded using advanced motion vector prediction (AMVP) is
also introduced in [13]. The authors in [14] further proposed
a high-order Intra prediction mode using a geometric transfor-
mation applied to a reference block located in the causal region
of the block to be predicted. The authors in [15] design a set
of predictors for disk-shaped clusters of pixels, called macro-
pixels, using an L1 minimization of the prediction residuals.
They further propose directional intra-prediction modes based
on HEVC for the macro-pixels. Chao et al. [16] directly
apply a graph lifting transform on irregularly spaced color
components of pixel in the raw data without demosaicing.
This avoids redundancy that results from color demosaicing. In
[17], a scalable light field coding scheme is proposed, in which
the base layer encodes a subset of LF raw data corresponding
to a narrow field-of-view (FOV), and the enhancement layers
hierarchically encode additional angular information using
exemplar-based interlayer prediction. In [18], the plenoptic
image is partitioned into tiles, and the sequence of tiles is
then compressed using HEVC. The authors of [19] classify
the HEVC prediction units (PU) in 3 different categories
based on texture homogeneity and use a different prediction
mode, based on a Gaussian process regression, for each texture
category.
Another category of approaches consists in first extracting
sub-aperture images (or views) from the raw plenoptic data,
that are then coded as a pseudo-video sequence using HEVC
inter coding [11], the latest JEM coder [20], or multi-view
HEVC based coding scheme [21] [4]. The authors in [22],
propose a coding order and a prediction structure inspired
from those used in the multi-view coding (MVC) standard.
The author of [23] exploits inter-view correlation by using
homography and 2D warping to predict views. Homographies
are computed via Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC)
[24]. A scalable extension of HEVC-based scheme is also
proposed in [25] where a sparse set of micro-lens images
(also called elemental images) is encoded in a base layer. The
other elemental images are reconstructed at the decoder using
disparity-based interpolation and inpainting. The reconstructed
images are then used to predict the entire lenslet image and a
prediction residue is transmitted yielding a multi-layer scheme.
The authors in [26] and [27] propose hierarchical light field
coding structures based on a partitioning of the input sub-
aperture images. In [27], a first set of sub-aperture images
is compressed as a pseudo video sequence using HEVC, and
used to predict the adjacent images by linear interpolation. In
[26], the authors use HEVC to encode pseudo sequences of
views per quadrant of the light field. They define a hierarchical
coding order based on respective view angular positions with
a limited number of reference frames adapted to the reference
list management of HEVC.
While the above techniques significantly rely on block-
based prediction mechanisms of standardized solution, other
compression schemes instead use efficient view synthesis
techniques for first reconstructing the entire light field from
a very sparse set of views [28], [27], [29]. In [28], the authors
use a convolutional neural network to predict all views from
the four corner ones, while the authors in [29] and [30]
rather follow a depth image-based rendering approach in which
depth is first estimated and used to warp reference views to
predict the others. In [29], the warping is done per segmented
region of a reference view (or a set of reference views).
The resulting multiple references are then used to predict the
others using a sparse predictor. The authors in [30] apply a
disparity compensated wavelet coding technique. Disparity-
guided sparse coding methods with learned dictionaries are
instead considered in [31], while the authors in [27] use
a linear approximation computed with Matching Pursuit for
disparity based view prediction.
Instead of explicitly using disparity for view prediction,
one can also exploit signal priors. This is the case in [32],
[33] where the authors exploit light field sparsity in the 4D
Fourier domain to reconstruct the entire light field from a
subset of views. The approach is assessed using the SHVC
(Scalable HEVC-based Video Coding) coding framework with
two layers. In [34], light field views are predicted by in-
terpolation using sparsity in the shearlet transform domain.
Various models and transforms have also been proposed for
light field compression. A global homography-based low rank
approximation approach is introduced in [5] while, in [35], the
authors describe a framework referred to as Steered Mixture-
of-Experts (SMoE) where high-dimensional kernels are used
to sparsely represent the plenoptic function. Local transforms
applied either on 4D blocks using 4D-DCT [36], or graph-
based transforms defined locally on super-rays in [37] have
also been explored for light field compression.
In this paper, we explore instead local low rank models
on super-rays, and we propose novel parametric disparity
estimation methods to favour the low rank approximation.
III. NOTATIONS AND SCHEME OVERVIEW
Let L(u, v, x, y) be a light ray of the light field L, and
(u, v, x, y) its coordinates using the two plane parameteri-
sation, where (u, v) and (x, y) are the angular (view) and
spatial (pixel) coordinates respectively. A super-pixel SRi
denotes a group of rays within the same view (ui, vi) and
a super-ray SR extends that concept by grouping super-pixels
across all views of the light field. In the rest of the paper,
SR = [vec(SR1) | vec(SR2) | ...] will denote the super-ray
matrix formed by vectorizing all super-pixels SRi for each
view i.
The overall coding scheme is depicted in Fig.1 and com-
prises the following steps:
• Super-ray construction using a disparity-aided k-means
clustering of the rays across all views.
• Low-rank based disparity estimation and compensation of
each super-ray, relying on a low rank prior and a disparity
parametric model.
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• Super-rays extension so that all super-pixels forming a
SR are well-aligned and are of same size to allow low
rank approximation.
• Low rank approximation of the set of extended super-rays
by the product of a matrix B and a coefficient matrix C.
• Rearranging the matrix B into a first set
{Bv} = {Blv}l∈J1,rK (with r the approximation rank)
corresponding to the light rays visible in the central
view, and a second set {Bo} = {Blo}l∈J1,rK, very sparse,
and containing eigen values of super-rays extensions.
• Creating two maps Mv and Mo to reconstruct respec-
tively the visible and occluded parts of the eigen-super-
rays from the eigen-images at the decoder side.
• Encoding the color information to be transmitted to the
decoder, i.e., the two sets of eigen images {Bv} and
{Bo} and the matrix of coefficients C.
• Encoding the maps Mv and Mo to recreate the eigen-
super-rays from the sets of eigen-images {Bv} and {Bo}
at the decoder side.
• Encoding the parameters {θ} of the disparity model of
each super-ray to perform the inverse warping at the
decoder side.
• The decoding steps are analogous to the coding steps but
processed in the reverse order.
These different steps are detailed below.
IV. LIGHT FIELD OVER-SEGMENTATION
We present a super-ray construction method that groups
light rays having similar color and depth, i.e. that correspond
to the same set of points in the 3D space. The clustering of the
light field into super-rays is performed, as in [6], by computing
a distance that combines similarity in terms of colour and
disparity as well as the spatial distance between the projected
ray on the reference view and the cluster centroid.
Let r = (x, y, u, v) denote the coordinates of a ray (or
a pixel) at the spatial coordinates (x, y) in a view of angular
coordinates (u, v). Knowing its disparity d, the ray will be pro-
jected on the central view at a position (xc, yc) = T du,v(x, y),
where the projection operator T du,v is defined as
T du,v : (x, y) 7→ (x+ d(uc − u), y + d(vc − v)). (1)
Thus, r = (x, y, u, v) and rc = (xc, yc, uc, vc) are imaging
the same scene point.
The light field L can then be segmented into clusters.
The algorithm proceeds as follows. A set S of centroids is
initialized by taking regularly sampled rays in the central view.
Each centroid s ∈ S is defined by its spatial coordinates
(xs, ys) in the central view, its color Labs in CIELab color
space, and its disparity ds. The color Labs and disparity
ds are initialised respectively as the light field color and
disparity values at the centroid coordinates (xs, ys, uc, vc).
Note that for the clustering we use an input disparity map
that, in the experiment, we computed using the method in
[10]. Then the clusters and centroids are alternatively updated
until convergence with the following assignment and update
steps:
• Assignment step: each ray r = (x, y, u, v) is assigned to
the closest centroid s with respect to the distance function
∆Lab,xy,d defined as
∆Lab,xy,d(r, s) = ∆Lab + λxy∆xy + λd∆d, (2)
∆Lab(r, s) = ‖Labr − Labs‖2, (3)
∆xy(r, s) = ‖T du,v(x, y)− (xs, ys)‖2, (4)
∆d(r, s) = ‖dr − ds‖2, (5)
where Labr and dr are respectively the color (in CIELab
colorspace) and the disparity values of the ray r, and
where λxy and λd are weights for the spatial and disparity
distances. All the rays assigned to the same centroid thus
form a cluster called a super-ray.
• Update step: for each super-ray, its centroid s is updated
by setting Labs, ds and (xs, ys) to the averages within
the super-ray of respectively, the colors, the disparities,
and the spatial coordinates projected on the central view.
The final super-rays thus group rays of the light field that
have similar color and depth. This allows us to better align
the super-pixels within a super-ray after disparity compensa-
tion, which renders low rank approximation more efficient as
presented in the next section.
V. DISPARITY ESTIMATION USING LOW RANK PRIORS
It was shown in [5] that using homographies to globally
align the views reduces the low rank approximation error of
light fields with small baselines. However the homographies
fail to correctly align the views with large baselines. To address
this issue, we propose instead to perform the disparity com-
pensation locally on each super-ray. As using homographies to
perform the alignment on each super-ray would significantly
increase the amount of side information to be transmitted to
the decoder, we propose instead a local parametric model of
the disparity variations per super-ray. We describe a disparity
estimation method using the low rank approximation error as
an optimization criterion of the parameters of the disparity
model. More precisely, the proposed method iteratively esti-
mates both the model parameters and the components of the
low rank approximation. We show in Section X that estimating
the model parameters independently of the low rank constraint,
e.g. by fitting the model on the disparity values obtained using
[10], is not optimal for our low rank based coding scheme.
A. General problem formulation
Let us first consider the general case where the disparity
is a function of the spatial variables (x, y) parameterized by
a vector of parameters θ. For the general case, we do not
assume the horizontal and vertical disparity to be equal. Hence,
we note the horizontal and vertical disparities Dθx(x, y) and
Dθy(x, y) respectively. For a given super-ray, the associated
parameter vector θ must be transmitted instead of a disparity
map (i.e. per-pixel disparity value).
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For a given super-ray, let T θ be the set of disparity compen-
sation operators T θi , where T
θ
i is the operator for the super-
pixel in view (ui, vi) forming a super-ray. This operator can
be defined as
T θi : (x, y) 7→
(






Xθi (x, y) = x+D
θ
x(x, y) · (ui − uc), (7)
Y θi (x, y) = y +D
θ
y(x, y) · (vi − vc), (8)
where c is the index of the central view. This operator matches
the pixel (x, y) in the central view (uc, vc) to the pixel
T θi (x, y) in view (ui, vi). The disparity-compensated super-ray
is obtained by applying the operator T θi for each super-pixel
SRi of the super-ray SR
SRi,warped = SRi ◦ T θi . (9)
Let SR◦T θ =
[
vec(SR1 ◦ T θ1 ) | vec(SR2 ◦ T θ2 ) | ...
]
denote
the matrix representing the disparity-compensated super-ray.
Note that in practice, the disparity compensated super-pixels
forming a super-ray may not have the same shape and size,
thus preventing us from defining SR ◦ T θ. Therefore, we
present in Section V-E a procedure called super-ray extension
to enforce shape and size consistency of the super-pixels.
Hence, for the mathematical derivations, we can assume that
this constraint is always satisfied and that the matrix SR◦T θ
is always defined.
The goal is then to reduce the dimensionality of each super-
ray by searching for a matrix M of a lower rank r that will
best approximate the input super-ray. The approximation error
will be minimized for a given rank if the super-pixels forming
the super-ray are well aligned. The problem therefore consists
in finding the vector of disparity parameters θ such that the
disparity compensated super-ray SR◦T θ has the best low rank




∥∥SR ◦ T θ −M∥∥2
F
s.t. rank(M) = r. (10)
This problem is not convex, and there is no theoretical
guarantee of convergence. However, in practice (see Fig.2),
we have observed that the low rank approximation error
(
∥∥SR ◦ T θ −M∥∥2
F
) of the aligned super-rays (represented by
PSNRin in Fig.2) keeps decreasing until reaching a saturation
value after a number of iterations given by itin in Fig.2.
B. Proposed algorithm
We solve the problem by alternatively finding M while
fixing θ, and then by updating θ while fixing M. The process
is repeated until convergence.
1) Estimating M for fixed parameters: For fixed parameters
θ, the matrix SR ◦ T θ is also fixed and the problem in Eq.
(10) becomes a simpler low rank approximation problem with
a closed form solution. From the singular value decomposition
UΣV> of SR ◦ T θ, the matrix M of rank r that best
approximates SR ◦ T θ is:
M = UΣrV
>, (11)
where Σr contains only the r largest singular values of Σ.
2) Estimating θ for fixed M: Searching for the disparity
parameters θ that minimize Eq. (10) for a fixed matrix M is




∥∥SR ◦ T θ+∆θ −M∥∥2
F
. (12)
Assuming the change ∆θ at each iteration to be small, for each
super-pixel SRi of the super-ray SR, we can approximate this
update assuming local linearity as





∂[SRi ◦ T θi ]
∂θj
∆θj , (13)
where the partial derivatives of the transformed super-pixel
SRi ◦ T θi with respect to each parameter θj are given by the
chain rule:

















In order to rewrite Eq. (13) in matrix form, we note Ji(x, y)
the Jacobian matrix of the transformation T θi with respect to
θ, and we define the vector Γi(x, y) as follows, for any spatial

























In practice, Γi(x, y) can be evaluated numerically at each
pixel (x, y) by computing the image gradient of SRi and
by applying the transformation T θi to both the vertical and
horizontal components. The Jacobian matrix Ji(x, y) will




Let us now define the matrix Gi as the Jacobian ma-




(xk, yk), where the row index k ranges
over all the pixels in the super-pixel SRi. From Eqs. (14),
(15), and (16), every row of index k of Gi is computed as:
[Gi]k,∗ = Γi(xk, yk)Ji(xk, yk) (17)
Now, Eq. (13) can be rewritten as:
SRi ◦ T θ+∆θi ≈ SRi ◦ T
θ + Gi∆θ. (18)
Given this approximation, the minimisation problem of Eq.





‖Gi∆θ −Ri‖2F , (19)
where Ri is the ith column of the residual matrix R for the
current parameters θ, which is defined by
R = M− SR ◦ T θ. (20)











C. Warping error minimization
Solving Eq. (10) allows to find the optimal parameters θin
to align the super-ray (forward warping) so as to minimize the
low rank approximation error as
θin = argminθ
∥∥SR ◦ T θ −M∥∥2
F
. (22)
However it is necessary to compensate this alignment (i.e.
inverse warping) to recover the original super-ray, which may
introduce further errors due to interpolations. For instance, in
Fig. 2 we observe that while the low rank approximation error
steadily decreases (i.e. PSNRin increases) after each iteration
of Algorithm 1, the super-ray reconstruction error reaches a
minimum value (i.e. maximum of PSNRout at iteration itout)
and further iterations degrade the result. This reconstruction
error increase can be explained by the fact that this error does
not only include the low rank approximation error but also
includes the inverse warping error which may increase when
disparity values increase along the iterations. In order to take
Fig. 2. Low-rank approximation error on the aligned super-ray
(PSNRin) and original super-ray reconstruction error (PSNRout) after
the three steps, i.e. alignment, low-rank approximation and inverse
warping, using Algorithm 1.
into account these errors into our optimisation, we search for
the parameters θout minimizing the reconstruction error after
inverse warping, i.e. minimizing
θout = argminθ
∥∥SR−M ◦ (T θ)−1∥∥2
F
. (23)
We finally retain the parameters θout minimizing the latter
error throughout all iterations.
Indeed, we can see in Fig. 3 that solving Eq. (22) in
order to estimate the parameters (θin) significantly reduces
the reconstruction error but that taking into account the inverse
warping by minimizing Eq. (23) instead (θout) reduces it even
further.
Accordingly, the performance of our compression scheme
significantly increases when taking into account the inverse
warping (θout) compared to discarding it (θin), as observed
on Fig. 4.
The complete algorithm is summarized in Algorithm (1).
D. Algorithm Complexity
Each iteration of Algorithm 1 updates alternatively the
matrix M and the parameters θ. The complexity of the M
Algorithm 1: Low Rank Disparity Estimation (LRDE)
• Initialize θ: θ = (0, 0, 0)
• Initialize θout: θout = (0, 0, 0)
• Initialize ε: ε = +∞
• For a fixed number of iterations




where UΣV> is the singular value decomposition
(SVD) of SR ◦ T θ and Σr contains only the r
largest singular values of Σ.








– Evaluate the reconstruction error
εθ =
∥∥SR−M ◦ (T θ)−1∥∥2
F
(25)
– If the current reconstruction error εθ is smaller than
the minimum error ε, update ε and θout
ε← εθ, θout ← θ (26)
• Output θout
matrix update is dominated by the singular value decompo-
sition. For a matrix of size m × n, the SVD is computed in
O(min(m2n,mn2)). In our case, m is the number of pixels
and n is the number of views, and in practice, we have m > n.
Thus, the complexity of this step is O(mn2).
For updating the parameters θ ∈ Rt×1, we must first
compute the matrix R ∈ Rm×n and the matrices Gi ∈ Rm×t
for each view i. These computations require a fixed number of
operations per pixel and per view, hence giving a complexity
of O(mn) since we can ignore the number of parameters t of
the model which is a small constant of the problem. Then, the




>Gi that is performed in O(mn).
Note that it results in a t× t matrix, so the computation of its
inverse in Eq. (21) is neglected.
Therefore, the complexity of the parameter update step is
O(mn), and the overall complexity of each iteration remains
dominated by the SVD step in O(mn2).
E. Super-ray extension
Note that even after disparity compensation, the aligned
super-pixels forming a super-ray may have different shapes
and sizes as can be seen in Fig. 5, in particular due to
occlusions, which would make the low rank approximation
impractical.
To circumvent this problem, each super-ray is extended, i.e.
each super-pixel of a super-ray is padded with neighbouring
pixels until it matches the area covered by the union of all
super-pixels. It might still happen that neighboring pixels
do not exist at certain locations, in particular for super-rays
located at the border of the light field. While the value of these
pixels could be copied from the closest existing neighbor, it
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Fig. 3. On the left, we show different views of a super-ray SRoriginal. This super-ray is then reconstructed by performing forward warping,
low-rank approximation and inverse warping. On the right, we compare the reconstruction error using different parameters for the disparity





















Fig. 4. Performance of our compression scheme with (θout) and
without (θin) taking into account the inverse warping to evaluate
the reconstruction error in Algorithm 1 on the light field Bench [38].
would in general degrade the performance of the ensuing low
rank approximation. Instead, the missing pixels are inpainted
using a low rank matrix completion so as to yield the lowest
error after low-rank approximation.
As all super-pixels now have similar shape and size after
extension, the super-ray may be reshaped into a matrix SR =
[vec(SR1) | vec(SR2) | ...] formed by vectorizing all super-
pixels SRi for each view i. The low rank matrix completion
problem is then posed as the search for the minimum nuclear
norm matrix S̃R with entries equal to those of the matrix SR




||S̃R||∗ s.t. ∀(i, j) ∈ Ω, S̃Rij = SRij , (27)
where Ω is the set of indices of the known elements in SR,
and ||.||∗ is the nuclear norm (convex approximation of the
rank). This minimization is solved using the Inexact ALM
(IALM) technique [39].
VI. DISPARITY MODELS STUDIED
A. Model of constant disparity per super-ray
We first consider the model that was introduced in [9] where
we assume the disparity to be constant within each super-ray
which amounts to considering the scene is only composed
of planar objects parallel to the camera plane. However, to
add more flexibility to the model and to cope with possible
inaccuracies in the input light fields, we allow the horizontal
and vertical disparities of a super-ray to be different. The
parameters to determine are thus θ = (dx, dy), and the
constant model is simply defined by Dθx(x, y) = dx and
Dθx(x, y) = dy . The Jacobian matrix Ji(x, y) of the warping
operator T θi defined in Eqs. (6),(7),(8) is then:
Ji(x, y) = Ji =
(
ui − uc 0
0 vi − vc
)
. (28)
Knowing Ji, the constant disparity values dx and dy can be
solved with Algorithm (1), using the definition of Gi in Eq.
(17).
For all light fields, dx and dy are both initialized to 0 in
each super-ray.
B. Affine disparity model per super-ray
Now, we consider a finer model where the disparity can
vary within each super-ray according to an affine function:
Dθx(x, y) = D
θ
y(x, y) = α · x+ β · y + γ, (29)
parameterized by θ = (α, β, γ) which now allows the planar
objects in the scene to be inclined with respect to the camera
plane. We assume the horizontal and vertical disparities are
equal to reduce the number of parameters in θ from 6 to 3.
The Jacobian matrix Ji(x, y) for the corresponding warping
operator T θi is then:
Ji(x, y) =
(
x · (ui − uc) y · (ui − uc) (ui − uc)




Similarly to the previous case where the disparity is as-
sumed to be constant, the algorithm iteratively proceeds as
described in Algorithm 1.
For all light fields, θ is initialized to (0, 0, 0) in each super-
ray, corresponding to Dθx(x, y) = D
θ









aligned extended original aligned extended original aligned extended
Fig. 5. Example of super-ray alignment and extension for the light field StillLife [40]. The red, green and blue outline respectively represent
the super-pixel boundaries in views 1, 41 and 81. The magenta outline represents the union of the areas covered by each super-pixel which
is used to delineate the pixels to include in the extended super-pixels.
VII. LOW RANK APPROXIMATION
In order to reduce the amount of data to be transmitted,
we first reduce the dimensionality of the input light field data
by using a low rank approximation. The goal is to compact
the energy of the light field data in as few components as
possible, a.k.a eigen images as we will see in the sequel that
the low rank approximation method relies on a singular value
decomposition. All the matrices corresponding to the different
aligned super-rays
SRk,aligned = SRk ◦ T θk , (31)
are stacked in a matrix X of dimension Rm×n, where n is the
number of views and m is the number of pixels per view of the
concatenated aligned super-rays. In other words, the matrix X
contains all the pixels of all the views that are locally aligned
super-ray per super-ray. The matrix X ∈ Rm×n is factorized
into the product of a matrix B ∈ Rm×r and a coefficient




where ‖.‖F is the Frobenius norm. Optimal factorization is
obtained from the singular value decomposition (SVD) of
X into UΣV>. Assuming the singular values in Σ are in
decreasing order, we take B as the r first columns of UΣ,
and C as the r first rows of V>.
The set of super-rays {SR} and by extension the entire
light field can thus be approximated by a linear combination
of columns of B, therefore significantly reducing the amount
of data at the cost however of an approximation error.
As each column of B is a scaled (left-)eigen vector of
X, it can be represented as an eigen image of the light
field. Similarly, the columns of the sub-matrix Bk, obtained
by selecting in B the lines corresponding to SRk,aligned in
X, can be represented as eigen super-pixels, which helps
understanding the impact of the disparity compensation on the
low rank approximation.
The eigen super-pixels corresponding to the first 3 columns
of Bk are represented in Fig. 6 when using different methods
to obtain the parameters θk for the disparity compensation of
SRk: using no disparity compensation (θ0), minimizing the
low rank approximation error in Eq. (22) (θin) or minimizing
the super-ray reconstruction error in Eq. (23) (θout).
Fig. 6. Visualization of the first, second and third column of Bk as
images using different parameters θ for the disparity compensation:
θ0 (zero disparity), θout (minimizing Eq. (23)) and θin (minimizing
Eq. (22)).
We observe that minimizing Eq. (22) encourages the in-
formation in Bk to be concentrated in the first columns,
effectively reducing the low rank approximation error when
compared to using no disparity compensation. Minimizing
Eq. (23) instead allows a smaller super-ray reconstruction
error, as seen in Fig. 3, at the cost of a slightly worse low
rank approximation error.
VIII. COMPRESSION SCHEME
The above low rank approximation computes two matrices:
a matrix B containing column-wise concatenated extended
super-pixels and a matrix C containing the weighting coef-
ficients. In order to encode the matrix B using HEVC, the
data in each column l is re-arranged into an image Bl called
eigen-image by stitching neighboring pixels. However due to
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Fig. 7. First 5 eigen-images and segmentation maps for the visible (Blv , Mv) and occluded (Blo, Mo) sets of pixels (”Vespa” [41]).
the alignment and extension processes, neighboring super-
pixels may overlap where occlusions and disocclusions occur,
rendering the stitching impractical.
To overcome this difficulty, instead we create two images
Blv and B
l
o, by respectively grouping pixels that are visible
and occluded in the central view. Non-overlapping pixels are
assigned to Blv as they are visible in the central view without
ambiguity, while overlapping pixels are assigned to either Blv
or Blo depending on the disparity associated to each pixel.
For two overlapping pixels pi(x, y) and pj(x, y) from super-
pixels SRi and SRj , with respective disparity values di =
αi ·x+βi ·y+γi and dj = αj ·x+βj ·y+γj , if di > dj , then
pi is assumed to belong to the foreground of the scene. Thus,
pi is visible in the central view and assigned to Blv while pj
is assigned to Blo instead.
Correspondingly, two segmentation maps Mv and Mo store
the index of the super-ray associated with each pixel in Blv and
Blo respectively. These maps are used to recover the visible
and occluded parts of each super-pixel. Examples of eigen
images Blv and B
l
o with their associated segmentation maps
Mv and Mo are illustrated in Fig.7.
To efficiently encode the {Bv} and {Bo} sets we take full
advantage of the existing correlations between corresponding
images in {Bv} and {Bo} which are visible in Fig. 7. First,
in order to further increase these correlations, the missing
information in {Bo} images (black regions of Mo in Fig. 7)
is replaced by copying the collocated regions of the corre-
sponding {Bv} images. Then the images in {Bv} and {Bo}





Bro (where r is the approximation rank) and encoded with
HEVC using the ”IP” (I-frame followed by P-frame) Group
of Picture (GOP) structure to fully exploit the redundancy




The entries of the matrix C are only quantized on 16 bits
using fixed length encoding and transmitted as such since the
corresponding cost is quite negligible.
It is also necessary to transmit as side information the
three disparity parameters per super-ray as well as the two
segmentation maps Mv and Mo. The red, green and blue
channels of a three-channel image are respectively filled with
Mv , Mo and Mo and this image is compressed losslessly
using the FLIF coder [8]. The disparity information (three
parameters α, β and γ per super-ray) is encoded using a fixed
length code on 32 bits, which is quite negligible given the
small number of values to be transmitted (in the experiments
we considered 200 super-rays for natural light fields and 240
for the synthetic ones).
IX. LIGHT FIELD RECONSTRUCTION
In order to reconstruct the entire light field, the sequence
of decoded eigen images is first deinterleaved to recompose
the ˜{Bv} and ˜{Bo} sets which are then merged to form the
decoded low rank matrix B̃ containing the eigen images of
all the aligned super-rays. This matrix B̃ is multiplied by the
matrix C̃ to recover the matrix X̃ composed of the aligned
super-rays stacked vertically. The aligned super-rays are then
extracted from X̃ using the segmentation maps Mv and Mo to
locate and merge the visible and occluded parts of each super-
ray. The unaligned super-rays are recovered by performing
inverse disparity compensation T θ
−1
k on each aligned super-ray
S̃Rk,aligned using its associated disparity model parameters
θk.
S̃Rk = S̃Rk,aligned ◦ T θ
−1
k . (33)
Finally, the light field is progressively reconstructed by map-
ping each view of a super-ray to the corresponding view of the
light field, one super-ray at a time. In case of overlap between
pixels reprojected from different super-rays, the pixel of higher
disparity is kept.
Depending on the complexity of the scene, on the number
of objects and depth layers, regions in the light field may be
occluded by several objects. The corresponding pixels are re-
ferred to as multiply-occluded pixels. Two sets of eigen images
{Blo}l may not be sufficient to represent all multiply-occluded
pixels. One alternative would be to transmit additional sets
{Blo}l to represent these pixels. However, the number of such
pixels is quite limited and the corresponding matrix would be
very sparse. Instead, we inpaint the corresponding pixels in
the reconstructed light field using the same low rank matrix
completion method used for super-ray extension presented in
Eq. (27) of Section V-E.
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X. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performances of the proposed disparity estimation and
light field compression methods have been evaluated for the
luminance component of light fields shown in Fig.9 and
coming from the HCI [40], INRIA [38] and ICME 2016 Grand
Challenge [41] datasets. The HCI dataset contains synthetic
light fields with 9 × 9 views of 768 × 768 pixels and the
INRIA and ICME datasets contain light fields captured by
a Lytro Illum camera from which we use the 9 × 9 central
sub-aperture images cropped to 616 × 424 pixels to remove
extremely noisy or black pixels. The Lytro light fields have
been decoded using the Matlab Light Field Toolbox v0.4 [42]
with gamma correction.
The HLRA and proposed LLRA methods have been eval-
uated for varying rank values r = {1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60} and
HEVC quality parameters QP ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50}
and we retain the (r,QP ) pairs corresponding to the points
on the convex envelop of the rate-distortion plots. For the
HEVC Lozenge method [11], the QP parameter has been set
to {10, 14, 17, 20, 23, 26}. The disparity maps used for LLRA
and JPEG Pleno have been generated using [10]. For JPEG
Pleno, we used the publicly available configuration file of the
’greek’ LF as it is designed for 9× 9 LFs. To closely match
the JPEG Pleno Test Conditions [43], the Bjontegaard metrics
have been evaluated for bitrates ranging from 0.005 bpp to
0.75 bpp.
A. Performance analysis of the disparity compensation models
We first compare in Fig.8 and Tab. I the performance of the
full compression scheme using the constant model as proposed
in [9] and the proposed affine disparity models.
At lower bitrates (≤ 0.1 bpp), corresponding to small rank
values (1, 3, 5) where the information sent to the decoder
is limited, we observe increased performance when using
an affine model instead of a constant model to perform
the disparity compensation. This is explained by the fact
that the affine model better aligns the super-pixels of each
super-ray, which reduces the low-rank approximation error.
At higher bitrates (> 0.1 bpp), corresponding to higher rank
values (10, 15, 30, 60) the lesser alignment of super-pixels is
compensated by the additional information allowed to be sent.
In order to show the interest of using the low rank prior
in the disparity estimation, we have also tested an alterna-
tive approach where the affine model is directly learnt to
fit an input disparity map (see ‘affine, input disparity’ in
Fig. 8 and Tab. I). Given the disparity map D(x, y, u, v), for
each pixel (x, y, u, v) within a super-ray SR, the parameters













For natural light fields (Fig. 8, bottom), both affine models
perform similarly at lower bitrates (≤ 0.1 bpp) while we
observe a significant gain in performance using a low-rank
prior at higher bitrates (> 0.1 bpp). As discussed in Section
V-C, Eq. (10) drives the disparity parameter estimation by
minimizing the low rank approximation of a super-ray after
warping, which tends to align super-pixels, but the inverse
warping performed to recover the super-ray is not accounted
for and introduces interpolation errors. As the rank of the
low-rank approximation increases, these interpolation errors
become more penalizing and it becomes more valuable to limit
the alignment by minimizing the super-ray reconstruction error
as expressed in Eq. (23). It is worth mentioning that the same
behaviour is observed using the constant model with the low-
rank prior parameter estimation method which explains the
similar performance using the constant or the affine model for
high bitrates.
For synthetic light fields (Fig. 8, top) the affine model shows
systematic improvement over the constant model. However,
depending on the light field, better results may be obtained by
either fitting an input disparity map (following (34)) or using
the low rank prior procedure (Alg.1) to estimate the parameters
of the affine model. The better results obtained by fitting the
model on an input disparity map observed for some synthetic
data can be explained by the fact that for synthetic data we
used ground truth disparity. In the case of natural light fields
(Fig. 8, bottom), the disparity is estimated using [10], and in
this case the model parameter estimation with the low rank
prior gives better results at high bit rates.
Hence, when comparing our compression scheme to other
state-of-the-art methods we use an affine disparity model with
disparity parameters estimated using the low rank prior.
Reference Method Constantlow rank prior
Affine
input disparity
Bench -15.96 % -24.78 %
Fruits -6.4 % 2.07 %
Toys -26.63 % -8.33 %
Fountain & Vincent 2 -27.79 % -1.36 %
Friends 1 -59.76 % -11.10 %
Stone Pillars Inside -20.74 % -18.04 %
Vespa -31.82 % -0.18 %
Buddha -25.40 % 7.04 %
Butterfly -57.47 % -27.24 %
StillLife -37.61 % 19.31 %
TABLE I
BJONTEGAARD RATE SAVINGS FOR LLRA USING AN AFFINE
MODEL WITH LOW-RANK PRIOR PARAMETER ESTIMATION
AGAINST USING EITHER A CONSTANT MODEL WITH LOW RANK
PRIOR [9] OR AN AFFINE MODEL FITTED FROM AN INPUT
DISPARITY MAP.
B. Performance analysis of the complete scheme
We compare the performance of our method (LLRA),
HLRA [5] and HEVC-Lozenge [11] against the JPEG Pleno
anchor [12] in the 4D prediction mode (i.e. WASP method).
Using the Bjontegaard-rate metric reported in Tab. II we
observe that HLRA outperforms the other methods on natural
light fields, however we obtain slightly better performance for
LLRA on synthetic light fields (Buddha, Butterfly). Indeed
we observe in Fig.10 that our method compares favorably
with the other presented methods, HLRA included, but that
a significant gain can be observed at medium bitrates for
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Fig. 8. PSNR-Rate performance of the different disparity compensation models and parameter estimation methods with two synthetic light
fields on the top row (StillLife (left), Butterfly (right) [40]) and two natural light fields on the bottom row (Bench (left), Fountain Vincent 2
(right) [41]).
Fig. 9. Test light fields. Top row (first three): HCI (Buddha, Butterfly, StillLife) [40]. Top row (last three): INRIA Dataset (Bench, Fruits,
Toys) [38]; Bottom row: ICME Dataset (Fountain Vincent 2, Friends 1, StonePillars, Vespa) [41].
synthetic light fields. This difference in performance can be
explained by the fact that natural light fields usually exhibit
small baselines. Thus we see smaller PSNR improvements by
performing a local alignment (LLRA) compared to a global
alignment (HLRA). It is also necessary to send additional data
to the decoder (Blo, Mv , Mo and θ) which penalizes LLRA.
However synthetic light fields have a larger baseline and the
PSNR gains are significant enough to compensate for the
additional data. We can also observe that the proposed scheme
outperforms the JPEG pleno anchor and HEVC-Lozenge for
natural light fields. For synthetic light fields with larger
baselines, the proposed scheme gives the best performances
for small and medium bit rates, while it can be outperformed
by JPEG-Pleno at high bit rates.
XI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a compression scheme
for light fields using super-ray based local low rank models.
A model to represent disparity within a super-ray as an
affine function of spatial coordinates was presented and an
algorithm was defined to estimate the optimal parameters
to perform super-ray disparity compensation so as to yield
the lowest approximation error for a given rank. The experi-
mental results show that the disparity parameters optimized
with the low rank prior significantly improves the coding
performances compared to directly fitting the affine model’s
parameters to the input disparity map. Furthermore, using an
affine disparity model instead of a constant disparity value
substantially improves our results in spite of the increased
number of parameters. Finally, despite the need for additional
side information, our method compares favorably with the
other state-of-the-art methods assessed and can outperform
them especially for low and medium bit rates.
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